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Economy-wide material flow accounts 
– assessment of early estimates for 
reference year 2020 
Eurostat E2, October 2023 

1 Introduction 
In June/July 2021 Eurostat produced and published early estimates of the domestic extraction of 
materials (2021-vintage of early estimate) for reference year 2020. Eurostat estimates domestic 
extraction by four main material categories (biomass, metals, minerals, fossils) for each EU Member 
State and the aggregated EU economy. The estimation method is regression modelling employing a 
range of predictor variables such as volume indices of production, gross value added, annual energy 
statistics, crop statistics etc. Annex 1 provides a short description of the estimation methodology. 

This report assesses the quality of the early estimates for reference year 2020 by analysing the 
estimation error. The estimation error is defined as the difference between the 2021-vintage of early 
estimate and the actual 2023-outturn1 for reference year 2020. Eurostat E2 undertakes this 
assessment each year enabling a routine monitoring and assessment. 

The estimation error is decomposed into three explainable effects and a residual estimation error: 

• Effect 1 – due to revision of model specifications introduced in July 2023: 
Eurostat revises, if appropriate, the specifications of the (regression) models applied for 
each country and material category of domestic extraction (see Annexes 2 and 3). In general, 
Eurostat makes the model specifications based on fitness-of-estimation statistics that are 
derived from time series of model input data; the latter include predictors and EW-MFA 
data. Revisions of model specifications may become appropriate due to the extended time 
series that include data for one more reference year in comparison to the previous year’s 
situation. Effect 1 is quantified by simulating the estimation for reference year 2020 with the 
2023-vintage of model specifications (whilst keeping the 2021-vintage of input data). 

• Effect 2 – due to revision of EW-MFA data in July 2023: 
EW-MFA data may have been revised between June 2021 and July 2023. This effect 2 is 
quantified by simulating the estimation for reference year 2020 using revised model 
specifications (i.e. the 2023-vintage of model specification as explained under effect 1) and 
using revised EW-MFA data that became available in July 2023, i.e. two years later than the 
initial estimate.  

• Effect 3 – due to revision of predictor data that are available in July 2023: 
By July 2023 the predictor data may have been revised in comparison to the situation in June 

 
1 By 30 April 2023, all European countries mandatorily reported EW-MFA data for reference year 2020 
according to Regulation (EU) 691/2011 Annex III. This data was published in July 2023. 
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2021. This effect 3 is quantified by simulating the estimation for reference year 2020 with 
the July 2023-vintage of model specifications, the EW-MFA data as of July 2023, and the 
predictor data as of July 2023. 

• Residual estimation error: 
This is the ‘actual’ remaining estimation error after the elimination of the above effects due 
to data revisions and changed model specifications. Eurostat quantifies this residual error by 
simply ‘deducting’ the above three effect from the overall estimation error. 

2 Assessing the estimation for the aggregated EU: non-metallic 
minerals cause the majority of estimation error 

The 2023-outurn for domestic extraction of materials for reference year 2020 and the aggregated EU 
is 5348 million tonnes, which is about 194 million tonnes bigger than the 2021-vintage of early 
estimate (see Table 1). Table 1 also shows the estimation error by material category. The estimation 
error for non-metallic minerals is biggest with ca. 150 million tonnes. The estimation error for 
biomass amounts to ca. 37 million tonnes. 

Table 1: Domestic extraction for the reference year 2020 (thousand tonnes) – outturn versus early estimate, by main 
material categories 

  

Table 2 shows the EU estimation error in a breakdown by the three effects (see above) and by four 
main material categories. Effect 1 quantifies the effect of the changed model specifications that took 
place between June 2021 and July 2023. With -45 million tonnes the effect of improved/changed 
model specifications was rather moderate. 

 Effect 2 (216 million tonnes) is by far the most important effect ‘explaining’ the overall estimation 
error (194 million tonnes). Effect 2 quantifies the impact of EW-MFA data revisions between June 
2021 and July 2023. Within Effect 2 the material category of non-metallic minerals is most 
important. 

With ca. -35 million tonnes, Effect 3 also significantly contributes to the overall estimation error. It 
quantifies the impact of data revisions of the predictor variables between June 2021 and July 2023. 

The residual error, i.e., the overall estimation error adjusted for the explainable effects is huge with 
58 million tonnes and it is dominated by non-metallic minerals.  
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Table 2: Domestic extraction for the reference year 2020 (thousand tonnes) – decomposing the overall estimation error 
into three explaining effects and a residual error 

 

Figure 1: Decomposed of estimation errors for reference years 2017-2020 - domestic material extraction EU 

 
 

Figure 1 presents for the EU a decomposition of the estimation errors for the reference years 2017 
to 2020. The black bar represents the overall estimation error, which is the difference between the 
initial estimate six months after the respective reference year and the actual outturn as reported by 
national statistical institutes around 2 years after the respective reference year. This overall 
estimation error was around 100 million tonnes for the reference years 2017 and 2018. For 
reference year 2019, the overall estimation error was rather small, while it is extraordinarily huge for 
reference year 2020 with almost 200 million tonnes. 

In Figure 1, the overall estimation error is decomposed into three components: 

• effect 1 quantifies the revision of model specifications. This effect is comparably small. 
• effects 2+3 quantify data revisions. This component explained a huge part of the overall error. In 

other words, a good part of the overall estimation errors is due to data revisions. 
• residual error is the 'real' estimation error after the explainable effects of data revisions and 

model revision have been subtracted. 
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3 Assessment by country 
The overall estimation error – about 194 million tonnes – can also be broken down by country (see 
Table 3). The estimation errors for Finland, Germany and Spain contribute most to the EU overall 
estimation error.  

Table 3: Domestic extraction (all materials) for the reference year 2020 (thousand tonnes) – decomposing the EU overall 
estimation error by country   
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Annex 1: Estimation methodology 
Eurostat has developed a tool to provide early estimates of domestic extraction of four main 
material flow categories for EU Member States. The tool calculates the early estimate for each 
country/material combination according to a selected model equation. For each of the more than 
120 country/material combinations, the user (Eurostat) is to specify the model type and chose the 
predictor. This is referred to as the ‘model specification’ (see Annexes 2 and 3). 

The tool offers seven model variants (see Figure 2 for the respective model equations). Four of the 
models are regression-type models (M1, M2, M3, M7). Six of the models employ predictors, and one 
model simply uses the domestic extraction value of the previous year (M6).  

Figure 2: List of model equations  

 

 

Both model input data (predictors and EW-MFA) are available for reference years starting with 2000. 

The predictors are European statistics for which data must be available for the reference year for 
which the domestic extraction is estimated. The tight timeliness is a constraint and limits the choice 
of potential predictors. Figure 3 presents the list of predictors. There are ranges of different 
predictors for each of the four material categories. 

Model 
type

Names Description

de_Predicted(t) = de(t-1) + Absolute_change_predicted(t)
Absolute_Change(t) = a + b *(Predictor(t)-predictor (t-1))
Where a + b are derived from OLS regression

de_Predicted(t) = de(t-1) * (1+relative change predicted (t))

Relative_Change(t) = a + b * ((Predictor(t)-Predictor (t-1)) / Predictor (t-1))
Where a + b are derived from OLS regression

M4 Annual relative change in 
predictor

de_predicted(t) =de(t-1) * (Predictor(t)/Predictor(t-1))

M5
Sum of Individual fuels 
(MF4 only)

de_predicted(t) = ∑i (de_i(t) * fuel_i(t)/fuel_i(t-1))

M6 Value of previous year de_predicted(t) = de(t-1)
ln_Predicted(t) = a + b * ln_Predictor(t) + e(t-1) 
Where a + b are derived from OLS regression

Where: de_Predicted denotes the predicted value of domestic extraction, ln_Predicted and ln_Predictor denote the 
natural logs of the actual values of domestic extraction and the predictor respectively, a is the constant term, b is 
the regression coefficient for the predictor and e is the residual from the regression

M1
Regression of absolute 
values

de_Predicted(t) = a + b * Predictor(t) 
Where a + b are derived from OLS regression

M2
Regression of absolute 
changes

M3
Regression of relative 
changes

M7
Regression of logged 
values
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Figure 3: List of predictors  

 

 

 

Annex 2: 2021-vintage of model specifications 

 
Note: In June 2021, MF.4 was estimated outside of the tool due to the changes in the energy 
statistics data, which are used as predictors for MF.4. Instead, MF.4 was estimated manually.  
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Annex 3: 2023-vintage of model specifications 
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Annex 4: Decomposed estimation errors by material 
Table 4: Domestic extraction of biomass for the reference year 2020 (thousand tonnes) – decomposing the EU overall 
estimation error by country 
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Table 5: Domestic extraction of metal ores for the reference year 2020 (thousand tonnes) – decomposing the EU overall 
estimation error by country 
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Table 6: Domestic extraction of non-metallic minerals for the reference year 2020 (thousand tonnes) – decomposing the 
EU overall estimation error by country 
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Table 7: Domestic extraction of fossil energy material/carriers for the reference year 2020 (thousand tonnes) – 
decomposing the EU overall estimation error by country 
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